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This invention relates to ?re?ghting apparatus and re 
fers more particularly to hose nozzles of the type that 
are adjustable to emit either a solid stream or a wide 
angled spray. Usually such a nozzle could not be ?xed 
to the top of an extensible ladder because of the need 
for effecting adjustments to it at the nozzle itself, and, as 
a result, such nozzles were often not used in situations 
where they could have been most elfective. 
The present invention seeks to overcome this objection 

and, to that end, has as its purpose to provide an im 
proved, adjustable ?re hose nozzle which may be remote 
ly controlled to produce the desired type of output. 
More speci?cally, it is ‘an object of this invention to 

provide a ?re hose nozzle of the character described hav 
ing hydraulic pressure responsive means for adjustment 
thereof, whereby the nozzle can be conveniently, con 
trolled from a remote point and can therefore be 
mounted on the end of an extensible ladder and regulated 
from control means located on the ground or on a truck 
on which the ladder is carried. 

Another speci?c object of this invention is to provide 
a ?re hose nozzle of the character described wherein the 
reaction force of the stream of water issuing from the 
nozzle outlet is utilized to effect-adjusting ‘axial ‘motion 
of the outlet section of the nozzle toward the rear there 
of, forward motion of the outlet section being effected 
by hydraulic cylinder and‘piston means connectible with 
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a source‘of ?uidunder pressure through ‘a single pressure ‘ 
?uid line,1thus at once simplifying control of the nozzle 
and ‘providing a: “fail safe” feature which assures that 
water will continue to issue from the nozzle outlet in the 
event of damage to the pressure ?uid line. ' 

It is also a speci?c object of this invention to provide 
a remotely controllable ?re hose‘ nozzle of the character 
described which will permit ‘smooth and positive direct 
manual control of the position of adjustment of the noz 
zle, with no tendency for the outlet section of the nozzle 
to move abruptly to ‘one or the other of its extreme posi 
tions of adjustment, whether or not pressure fluid-is be 
ing applied to its hydraulic control mechanism. . , 
With the above and other objects in viewwhich will 

appear ‘as the description‘ proceeds, this‘ invention resides 
in the novel construction, combination and arrangement 
of parts substantially as hereinafter described and more 
particularly de?ned by the appended claims, it being un 
derstood that ‘such changes in the‘ precise embodiment of 
the he‘reindisclosed inven‘tionmay be made as come with 
in the scope of the claims. , . t ‘ . 

The‘ accompanying drawing illustrates one complete 
example ‘of the physical embodiment of the invention 
constructed according to the best mode so far ‘devised 
for the practical application of the principles thereof, and 
in which: 7 

FIGURE 1 is a longitudinal sectional view of a ?re 
hose nozzle embodying the principles of this invention, 
the nozzle‘being shown in its position of adjustment to 
produce a wide angle fog spray, and the control valve 
mechanism for the nozzle being shown more or less dia 
grammatically; t _ ‘ a ‘ 

‘ FIGURE 2 is aview similar to FIGURE l',‘but show 
ing the .nonle adjusted to'its.ful1y closed position; and 

- ‘FIGURE 3 is‘a substantially diagrammatic view oftthe 
control valve for the nozzle, shown in its positionlin 
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which it holds the nozzle in a desired position of adjust 
ment. 

Referring now more particularly to the accompanying 
drawing, the numeral 5 designates generally the nozzle 
of this invention, which comprises, in general, an inner 
tubular member 6 having a front end 51 and a rear end 
512, an intermediate tubular member or sleeve 7, an outer 
tubular member or cuff 8 and a valve element 9. 
The inner tubular member 6 of the nozzle is its sta 

tionary part, i.e. its main body. On it are mounted all 
the other parts of the nozzle. Its front end portion 42 
is abruptly reduced in diameter, which results in a for 
wardly facing shoulder 41, and at its rear end it has a 
coupling element 10 by which the nozzle may be detach 
ably connected to a suitable ?tting 11 on the end of a 
hose 12. 
The intermediate'tubular member 7 is shorter than the 

inner body member and encircles ‘the latter, being con 
nected thereto by threads 13 in the manner commonly 
employed in adjustable ?re hose nozzles of this type, so 
that rotation of the intermediate member relative to the 
inner body member results in back and forth movement 
of the intermediate member. A handle 14 ?xed to the 
rear end portion of the intermediate member provides 
means for turning the same to effect manual adjustment 
thereof axially along the inner body member. As 
shown, when the intermediate member or sleeve 7 is in 
its normal position, its front end 40 is flush with the 
shoulder 41. ‘ 

t The outer tubular member or cu?' 8 slidably encircles 
the front end portions of both the inner body member 6 
and the intermediate member ‘7, and has at its front an 
outlet section 16 which‘ at all times projects beyond the 
front end of the body member to de?ne the mouth of the 
nozzle. The valve ‘element 9, is mushroom-shaped, com 
prising a stem 17 with an enlarged head 18 on its front 
end. The stem of the valve element is secured in the 
hub of a spider 19 ?xed in the open front end of the inner 
tubular body member 6, from which it projects forwardly 
to locate the head 18 of the valve element at a ?xed dis 
tance forwardly of the front end 51 of the body where 
it cooperates with the cuif 8 to regulate the type of stream 
pattern issuing from the ‘nozzle. 
The bore of the cuff 8 is stepped to provide a small 

diameter portion 20 which is slidably circumjacent to the 
front end portion 42 of the nozzle body, a rearwardly 
opening counterbore 28 in which the front end portion of 
the sleeve 7 is slidably received, and‘a large diameter 
outlet portion 22 in which the valve head. 18 is located. 
The latter portion 22 of the bore forms the mouth of 
the nozzle and is substantially larger in diameter‘ than 
the valve head 18 with which it cooperates in the well 
known manner, to adjust the pattern of the stream issu 
ing from the nozzle. 
‘At the junction between‘ the bore portions 20 and 22 

is an abrupt forwardly facing shoulder 21. In the most 
forward position of the cult shown in FIGURE 2, this 
shoulder 21‘ seats against the valve head 18 to shut off 
all flow through the nozzle. In, the rearmost position 
of the cuff de?ned by the bottom of its counterbore 28 
bearing against the shoulder 41, the shoulder 21 is ?ush 
with the front end 51 of the nozzle body, as seen in 
FIGURE 1. ‘ ‘ 

As best shown in FIGURE 2, the length of the uniform 
small diameter portion 20 of ‘the cuff bore is greater than‘ 

. the distance the valve head 18 is spaced ahead of the 
front end 51 of the nozzle body so that securement of the 
valve element to the nozzle body serves to hold the end 
assembled with the body. It is also important to observe 
that the length of .the counterbore 28 is such that‘ when 
the cuff is in its forwardmost position, shown in FIGURE 
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2, the counterbore 28 still encompasses a substantial 
portion of the intermediate member or sleeve 7. 

It is signi?cantly important that the bore of the cuff 
is at no point smaller than the bore through the body 
of the nozzle. Hence,'the Water issuing from. the. nozzle 
can exert no forward force upon the cuff. On the. con 
trary, the water issuing from the nozzle at all times im 
poses a rearward thrust, upon the. cuff, such rearward 
thrust being the result of the reaction force of the. water 
upon the cuif and especially upon its abrupt forwardly 
facing shoulder 21'. Hence, the stream issuing from the 
nozzle will at all times tend to move, the cuff rearwardly. 

virtue of this rearward thrust imposed upon the 
cuff by the reaction force of the water issuing from the 
nozzle, remote control of thenozzle may be effected: with 
a_ single ?uid pressure. line leading to the nozzle. For 
this purpose the nozzle is provided. with cylinder and 
piston means, indicated generally by. the numeral 24, con 
nectible by means of a ?uid pressure line 25 with a remote 
source of hydraulic pressure (not shown) through a con 
trol valve 26; Forward movement of the cuff is effected 
by‘ the cylinder and piston means, while rearward. move 
ment thereof is effected, by the reaction force of the stream 
of water issuing from the nozzle, and the. control valve 
26 determines which. of these forces will predominantly 
act. upon the cuff. 
The cylinder, of the. cylinder and) piston means is rela 

tively movable and is de?ned by the counterbore 28 in 
the rear portion. of the cuff, while. the piston, which is 
relatively ?xed, comprises the. front end 49 of the inter 
mediate tubular member, together with the forwardly. 
facing shoulder v4t on the inner tubular body member. 
The counterbored rear portion of the cuff has a port 32v 
therein which opens to its counterbore adjacent to the 
bottom thereof, and this port is provided with a suitable 
?tting33 to which the ?uid pressure line 2S-is connected. 

When‘ ?uid under pressure is introduced into the. an 
nular chamber 29 conjointly de?ned by the rear. portion 
of the ‘cuff and the. front portion of the inner tubular 
body member, through the port 32, such pressure. ?uid 
reacts ‘between the bottom of the counterbore and the 
relatively ?xed. piston40, 41, thus moving the outertubu 
lar member forwardly, overcoming the reaction force ex 
erted, thereon by the stream of water leaving the nozzle. 
The control valve 26 may be a foureway, two-position 

type, having a. pressure ?uid inlet 35 connectible with a 
source of ?uid under pressure, an exhaust outlet-36, and. 
a pair of motor ports 37, both of which are. connected to 
the line 25 which communicates with the cylinder. In 
the’ position of the control valve illustrated in FIGURE 
2,>on,_e/ of themotor ports 37 is connected with. the pres; 
sure‘ ?uid inlet, 35,,sothat ?uidgunder pressure is sent to 
the cylinder. Withthecontrol valve in this position full. 
?uid pressure?isr being delivered to the cylinder and, as a 
result, the cuff has been‘ moved to its, forwardmost, posi 
tion de?ned, by the engagement of. the shoulder 21: with 
the valve head, closingthe nozzle as shown. vTo open the 
nozzle, or to move it farther toward . its, wide anglefog 
spray position, the control valve is movedrtor theposition 
shown in FIGURE 1, and held there until, the nozzle 
reaches‘ the desired adjustment.v In this‘ case the, motor 
ports are connected with the exhaust outlet,_xand pressure 
?uid can ?ow out of the cylinder as the cuff rmovesrrear 
Wardly in response to the reaction force of the emerging 
stream against it and especially ‘against its forwardly 
facing shoulder 21. To hold the nozzle in, any ‘desired 
position of adjustment the control valve is’set in the 
position illustrated in FIGURE 3, in which communica 
tion of the motor ports, with both the pressure inlet, and 
the exhaust outlet is blocked, so that the amount of ?uid 
in the cylinder determines the most rearward position in 
which the cuff will be held by, the reaction force, of the 
Water, thereon: ‘ . . . 

To assure against ?uid pressureleakage, ,O.-rings $9, 
mil-lei! equivaxlentrare provided betweenthe frontlofthe 
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4 
sleeve and the rear portion of the cuff, and between the 
front end of the body and the cuff. 

It will be understood that manual adjustment of the 
nozzle can be effected at any time by rotating the inter 
mediate member by means of the handle 14 to effect for 
ward, or rearward axial- rnovement of the sleeve 7 with 
respect to the body 6. If there is pressure ?uid in the 
cylinder, movement of‘ the, sleeve, will be transmitted‘ to 
the cuff, or vice versa, through the pressure ?uid, so 
that the cuff and the sleeve. will maintain the relative 
positions to which they; are adjusted by the hydraulic 
control valve. Hence, the remote control afforded by 
control valve 26 can be manually overridden at the 
nozzle. If there is no pressure ?uid in the cylinder 
the stream of water issuing from the nozzle outlet will 
force the cuff rearwardly and hold the bottom of its 
counterbore 28 against the front 'end 40* of the sleeve. 
Hence, there will be no tendency for the cuff to move 
back and forth in response to water pressures thereon. 
From the foregoing description, taken in connection 

with the accompanying drawing, it will be apparent to 
those skilled in the art that this invention. makes possible 
the complete and accurate adjustment of a ?re hose 
nozzle both directly at the nozzle and at a point far 
remote’ therefrom, and that such adjustment may be 
effected by means of only a single pressure ?uid line 
connected between the nozzle and a simple control valve. 
It will. also be apparent that the hose nozzle of this in 
vention is capable ofv smooth, precise adjustment, either 
remotely» or manually directly at the nozzle, with no 
tendency’ for’ the nozzle to move out of any position of 
adjustment to which it may be manually set, and that it 
has a- “fail safe” feature whereby water will continue 
to issue from‘ the nozzle in the event- of a failure or 
defect in the- pressure ?uid line. 
‘What is claimed as my invention is: 

- l'. A ?re, hose nozzle comprising: a tubular body hav 
ing front and rear ends, the latter having means for 
attaching the nozzle to a ?re hose, the front end portion 
of the body having a smooth uniform outside diameter; 
a circular valve head larger in diameter than the outside 
diameter of- said front end portion of the body; means 
securing the valve headv to the body coaxially thereof and 
at a ?xed distance forwardly of its front end; a culf 
slidably mounted on the front end portion of the body, 
the bore of said cu? being stepped and having its small 
est diameter portion slidably circumjacent to the smooth 
uniform outside diameter ofv the front end portion of the 
body, and‘ having, an outer large diameter portion form 
ing‘ the mouth of the nozzle and surrounding the valve 
head in spaced relation thereto; an abrupt forwardly 
facing shoulder in the cuff forming the junction between 
said small and large bore portions, said shoulder being 
engageable with the valve head in the forwardmost posi-, 
tion of; the cuff, to shut off‘ ?ow through the nozzle; the 
axial length of the small diameter bore portion in the 
cuff being greater than the distance the valve head‘ is 
spaced; ahead of the front end of the valve body so that 
the securement of the valve head to .the valve body holds 
the cuff assembled with thebody; all parts of the cuff 
bore forwardly of said shoulder being at least as large as 
themaximum diameter of the shoulder so that water 
leaves the nozzle without imparting- forward thrust upon 
the cuff but on the contrary imparts rearward thrust upon 
said shoulder thereby tending at all times to slide the 
cuff rearwardly and-hold the shoulder off the valve head; 
cooperating cylinder» and piston means on the rear por 
tion ofl'the. cuff and the. adjacent portion of the body 
operable when ?uid under pressure is applied thereto to. 
slide the cuff forwardly along the body against the-rear 
ward thrust imposed upon the cuff by the stream of. 
water issuing from the nozzle; and means including. a 
port in; said cylinder means for supplying ?uid under 
pressure from a remote source thereof to said: cylinder 
and.piston»,means. . . .. . 
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2. The ?re hose nozzle of claim 1, wherein the cylinder 
of said cooperating cylinder and piston means comprises 
a rearwardly opening counterbore in the cuff joined to 
the small uniform diameter bore portion of the cuff, and 
wherein the piston of said cooperating means comprises 
a forwardly ‘facing shoulder on the body closing the 
mouth of the counterbore. 

3. The ?re hose nozzle of claim 2, further character 
ized by the provision of a sleeve encircling and threaded 
onto the exterior of the body with the front end of the 
sleeve entering the mouth of the counterbore and form 
ing part of the forwardly facing piston-forming shoulder, 
the front end of said sleeve being engageable with the 
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bottom of the counterbore so that by rotation of the 
sleeve about the body in one direction the cuff may be 
manually adjusted forwardly on the body against the 
rearward thrust of the water on the forwardly facing 
shoulder in the cuff. 
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